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"Let’s change the world. Let's give hope! "
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INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS
It is our great pleasure to share with
you the information on the realized activities
and projects in 2020. In this annual report of
the association Center for Social Initiatives
NADEZ from Skopje are summarized all the
significant results that marked the work of
C.S.I.NADEZ this year.
We continued to encourage the further development of individual and
shared values and sought to improve the socio-economic integration of socially
disadvantaged people with a special focus on Roma, through educational support,
assistance in achieving social rights, gender equality and employment and promotion of living together. In our action, we focused our activities on the implementation of modern ways of functioning and acting that contribute to faster and more
adequate assistance to vulnerable categories of people.
This year we were faced with numerous challenges due to the current situation with the Covid-19 pandemic. The target groups we work with were particularly affected by this situation, and for us as an organization it meant making additional efforts to find new ways and additional resources to be able to meet the
needs of the vulnerable categories we work with. One of the biggest challenges
was providing conditions for continuous development and financial sustainability
of the organization. We adapted all our activities to the working conditions during
the current pandemic, following all the prescribed rules and recommendations for
working in such conditions, as well as the needs and interests of the target groups,
while striving to implement the strategic goals.
The Association Center for Social Initiatives NADEZ mostly operates on the
territory of the municipality of SutoOrizari.
The president of the organization, together with the members of the Management and Supervisory Board, are constantly involved in decision-making,
which are crucial for the normal functioning of the organization.
During 2020 we worked on the realization of activities on 3 projects.
As an organization that directly cares for vulnerable groups and women,
during 2020 at least 305 people were directly involved and received services under
our programs, of which 120 children received educational support in our Educational Center for Preschool and School Education; 10 NGO representatives, volunteers and activists were strengthened with knowledge and skills to promote women's suffrage; 100 women were empowered with knowledge and information
related to voting rights; 15 Roma women received additional training and were
strengthened with entrepreneurship development skills; 60 returnee families
received an integrated package of services to facilitate their reintegration process
in our country.
For all employees and volunteers of CSI NADEZ, 2020 was a year filled with
numerous challenges, mostly due to the current pandemic, but also a year of great
success which we will remember for a long time. We thank them for their dedication and work. We would also like to thank all our collaborators, partners, donors
and friends for their contribution and their trust in us.
Klara Mishel Ilieva,
President of CSI NADEZ
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ID card of CSI NADEZ
VISION
A developed democratic society of equal opportunities where human rights are
respected and citizens are socially active and highly tolerant of diversity.
MISSION
CSI NADEZ is a non-governmental organization that works for socio-economic integration of socially disadvantaged people, with a focus on Roma and youth, through educational support, assistance in achieving social rights and promotion of living together.
OUR VALUES:
Social justice
Equal educational opportunities
Youth participation
Gender equality
Empowerment
Equality
Strategic priorities and goals
1. Improving the access to formal education for Roma children, by increasing the
number of Roma children who graduate from elementary school and by helping
them to improve their overall success in school.
• Increasing Roma children‘s engagement in preschool education.
• Increasing Roma parents‘awareness for the importance of education for their children.
• Increasing the number of Roma children who successfully finish elementary school and
helping them improve their overall conduct in school.
2. Increasing youth‘s social responsibility by engaging them in non-formal education and inthe NGO sector.
• Involving youth in non-formal educational activities.
• Exposing youth to opportunities for internships and involvement in the youth sector.
• Increasing trust between youth of diﬀerent backgrounds.
3. Contributing towards a decrease in the number of asylum seekers.
• Informing Roma citizens about the negative consequences of seeking asylum because
of economic reasons.
• Increasing the number of asylum seekers in the process of reintegration.
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WHAT WE WORK
1. Support for permanent return and reintegration of Roma families in the Republic of Macedonia

It's good everywhere - but
nowhere is like home - the
best!

2. Providing additional qualification for Roma women and laying foundation for
their engagement in a social enterprise-beauty salon in Suto Orizari

Every Roma woman wants, can and should be qualified and economically
strong, socially included, independent, active and equal citizen in our
society!
3. Decision is yours- your vote, your right!

Every woman should decide
for her own voice, without
influences and pressures!
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„Support to Sustainable Return and Reintegration of Roma Families in
Republic of N.Macedonia vol. 3
The overall goal of the project isto facilitate integration of Roma families-returnees into the labour market through enhancement of their employment potentials and
creating sustainable inclusion and retention of their children in the education system in
the municipality of Shuto Orizari.
Activities
1. Preschool Program
We are implementing a preschool program based on the Standards for Early Child
Development in Macedonia, preparing 40 children for good start in primary school. Our
goal is to maximize each child’s learning potential by stimulating intellectual growth,
building self-confidence and developing social skills they’ll carry into adulthood. The
children are attending the preschool program 5 days a week per 3 hours a day.

2. School program
The Educational Centre Nadez is a place where children receive the necessary
assistance and support for their education, as well as the place where they have the
opportunity to spend their free time quality, socializing with each other, making friends
and sharing experiences. This component of the Project is supporting the learning
process of 80 children from first till ninth grade to ensure that they achieve the desired
learning outcomes by complementing gaps in knowledge due to stay abroad and in
accordance with national curricular requirements.
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3. Social work with Roma families-Returnees
Throughout the whole project an experienced social worker is working with the
60 families. The target group is a combination of new returnee families and the returnee
families who already received but still need support. The social worker is doing both, individual and group work depending on the family needs and problems. Conversations with
family members aimed at discovering the occurring problems in the family, giving advices for specific problems and developing strategies of their best solution. Additionally,
social worker is involved in the mediation work for the employment of 10 returnees who
have the capacity and are willing to have stable work and income.

4. The Hope Fund
This is a fund for connecting our beneficiaries who need a job, with the potential
employers. A data base with the potential employers has been created. When the social
worker, who works directly with the families, concludes that some of the family members
are willing to have stable work and income, C.S.I. Nadez is contacting the potential
employer and offers to cover the training period for the workplace for the employee in
order to motivate the company to engage our beneficiary. But, the company should
agree to keep the employee as much as possible (if our beneficiary successfully passes
the training period).
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5. Illustrated guideline for returnees in Macedonia
A guideline for returnees was created in the framework of the project. The guideline is consisted of five main sectors, which are important for returnees in Macedonia to
know what to do when they arrive. The sectors are: documentation, Social benefits,
Employment, Education and Health. In every segment the main aspects are described, so
the returnees know exactly what to do and where to go the first moment they arrive in
Macedonia. The steps for using the services the state oﬀers are explained step by step.
http://csinadez.mk/%d0%b2%d0%be%d0%b4%d0%b8%d1%87-%d0%b7%d0%b0-%d0%bf%d0%be%d0%b2%d1%80%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%bd%d0%b8%d1%
86%d0%b8-%d0%b2%d0%be-%d0%bc%d0%b0%d0%ba%d0%b5%d0%b4%d0%be%d0%bd%d0%b8%d1%98%d0%b0/?fbclid=IwAR01jbP4xPTJt7v
eea2aB67pFHiysa7y_GVQUL3iO9zD_u74UQCdcMEDb_4

Results
- Out of a total of 20 preschool children who were part of the first group in 2019/2020 , 17
of them met the annual limit for compulsory enrolment in school and 16 of them successfully enrolled in school;
- From a total of 63 school children who were involved in the project in the school year
2019/2020, only one did not pass the full schooling and it will repeat the first grade. This
is due to the irregularity and non-attendance of online teaching. All other children move
on to the next grade;
- Positive results have been achieved with the families in the field of social protection.
95% of the families that have submitted requests for exercising any right in the field of
social protection are positively resolved;
- Total number of 1135 services(assistance and information ) provided by the social
worker, for different rights and services in the field of social rights, health care and education for the target group of returnees and their families;
- Provided assistance for 12returnees in their successful employment process, with the
support of the project’s Hope Fund, as well as for 6 other returnees;
- Additional assistance provides during Covid-19 crisis for 60 returnee families by providing hygiene packages and food supplies;
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- Provided 15 tablet computers for children target group of the project who did not have
any device for following online classes, in order to successfully continue their educational
process during the covid-19 pandemic;
- Created a guideline for returnees in the framework of the project and distributed to the
target group of returnees and to other NGOs that could distribute the Guideline to
persons outside our target group who are also returnees but from other countries. The
Guideline was published on our website where it is available to all our users and beyond.

“Providing additional qualification for Roma women and laying foundation for their engagement in a social enterprise-beauty salon in Suto
Orizari”
The main goal of the project "Providing additional qualifications for Roma women
and laying foundation for their engagement in a social enterprise - beauty salon in Suto
Orizari" was to improve the social status of young Roma women and strengthen opportunities to be more competitive in the labor market, according to their opportunities.
The target group included 15 Romani women who have already completed
formal education or no completed education, who do not have the opportunities and
means to further improve their skills and knowledge. Three types of trainings were
provided for the participants in the project (hairdressing, make-up and manicure training). After the training, the participants had the opportunity for practical work in the
beauty salon "ROMNI", fully equipped for project activities, as well as inother hair salons
in Skopje. After completing the training and practical work, the best 2 participants were
given the opportunity to start providing services in the last month of the project, as a
mobile team. In the future, it is expected that they will be ready to work within the social
enterprise-beauty salon in Suto Orizari which would work within CSI Nadez, and thus will
ensure their economic independence. The other participants were advised and assisted
in finding salons where they could have an internship or be hired.
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Results achieved:
- Fully equipped beauty salon for hairdressing,
make-up and manicure services;
- 11 young Roma women successfully completed
training in hairdressing, make-up and manicure
services and received certificates;
- Realized practical work and gained experience in
providing hairdressing, make-up and manicure
services for 9 young Romani women;
- Enabled engagement of 2 Romani women within a
mobile team to provide hairdressing, make-up and
manicure services to people in their homes;
- Promoted the concept of social enterprise and its
benefits and raised awareness of the local population
about this topic.

Decision is yours-your vote, your right!
The phenomenon of family and group voting - when the decision to vote for an
individual voter is unjustly made under the influence of another family member, it occurs
very often in many Roma communities in Macedonia. This particularly affects Roma
women. Cultural and educational barriers are the main cause of this phenomenon. Family
voting may not always be visible on the ballot boxes because the vulnerable voter (usually a woman) can easily be subjected to unjust influence, which is often practiced by the
head of the family, if she does not believe or know her basic voting rights.
Hence the need to develop a project focusing on providing information and
raising awareness among vulnerable Roma women about the importance of free and
independent voting as one of the most important democratic rights a citizen has.
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Activities
1. Preparation activities for the project-Forming the first project target group - 10 participants for training and familiarizing the target group and collaborators with the project
activities;
2. Implementation of Training for 10 representatives of NGOs and informal groups
(volunteers, activists) for building skills for promotion of women's independent suffrage;
3. Preparation and realization of coffee sessions and informative sessions
Upon completion of the training, the participants in the training wеre engaged as
promoters in their communities by organizing coffee sessions and information sessions
with the second target group (100 vulnerable Roma women over 18 years old). During
the project 20 coffee sessions were organized as well as individual information sessions.
The coffee sessions were organized in smaller groups (of 5 participants), in an informal,
pleasant environment and atmosphere. The information sessions were available within
the organizations where the promoters work / volunteer, based on openness with
individual participants or in small groups, depending on the interests of the participants; so that all interested project beneficiaries, as well as their family members, neighbors, friends could receive answers and clarifications on all questions related to the
voting process;.
4. Social Media Campaign - A video campaign, in the form of animated videos, illustrations and testimonials (total of 3 videos), was created to visualize voting rights and
encourage vulnerable Roma women to vote independently, with widespread messages
such as: no one can influence the way you want to vote; your voice is only yours; your
voice is secret; no one will ever know the way you voted; you can vote only in person;
YOUR VOICE IS YOUR CHOICE, and NOT your husband's, etc;
5. Evaluation and final reporting for the project activities- realization of internal evaluation of the project activities by the project team and preparing final narrative and
financial report.
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Results:
The action had three main planned results, which were fully achieved through the
implementation of the planned activities:
1.Trained 10 people involved in the NGO sector or informal groups, who took an active
part in a two-day online training "Promoters for Independent Women's Voting Rights"
and gained significant skills and practical experience to promote women's suﬀrage in the
municipalities in which they operate / they work;
2. At least 220 people - vulnerable Roma women, as well as members of their families as
indirect beneficiaries, were strengthened with knowledge and skills through educational
and informational activities (coffee sessions and information sessions, realized in the
environments in which they live) to be more aware and confident for the inviolability and
value of their freedom of choice and the right to vote;
3. Informed wider population of men and women over the age of 18 on the importance
of women independent suffrage through a video campaign. For this purpose, a promotional campaign of three videos was created (two animated videos and one testimonial
video), which was promoted through the Facebook page of CSI NADEZ (https://www.facebook.com/CSINadez/videos), as well as directly to the target group of Roma women
from vulnerable categories, during the implementation of the activities by the promoters
(coffee sessions and information sessions).
These results directly contributed to the achievement of the main goal of the
action - to empower vulnerable Roma women, through education for their independent
right to vote as one of the key tools for promoting gender equality in the electoral
process.
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FUNDRAISING VOLUNТАRY WORK
Thanks to our volunteers and supporters from Germany who know our work very
well and have mobilized on several occasions to help our organization during 2020, we
were able to raise additional funds to help our target groups who were particularly affected by the current pandemic.
Donations from individuals from Germany were collected with the help of our
former volunteer and current strong supporter Lara Weller and with the mediation of an
organization from Germany-Pax Christi Aachen that was collecting donations on behalf of
CSI NADEZ. With the funds raised, hygiene packages and food packages were provided for
90 vulnerable families, as well as fresh fruits for 60 children attending our Educational
Center, during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Also, thanks to the mediation of Caritas Essen, funds were provided for equipping
and improving the conditions in our Educational Center and Administrative Office, by
providing new necessary furniture, computers and laptops for the employees, in order to
successfully implement all activities with our target groups, in these challenging time
when we had to adapt to new methods and conditions of work due to the current pandemic.
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YOU CAN FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
WEB PAGE http://www.csinadez.mk/
FACEBOOK https://www.facebook.com/C.S.I.Nadez
BLOG http://ouryouthcentrenadez.wordpress.com/
YOUTUBE http://www.youtube.com/csinadezmk
LINKEDIN https://www.linkedin.com/company/cen
tre-for-social-initiatives-nadez/?viewAsMember=true
INSTAGRAM https://www.instagram.com/zcsinadez/
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